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 Abstract                                                                            

This paper assessed the relevance and the impacts of studio art practice with 
focus on its aspects: Graphics, Painting and other as a body of Fine and 
Applied Art in solving the issues bordering on the national emancipation for 
nation building. This will serve as a means of re-engineering education 
through entrepreneurial training for the Nigerians. It also highlighted the 
nature of studio art practice as a concept in entrepreneurial training; 
explained the concept of vocational and technical man power needs as a 
base for entrepreneurship through art. In this study, Fine and Applied Art 
products were used as yard stick for entrepreneurial training. Different 
literatures were reviewed. It was concluded with the benefits of studio art 
practice as one among the most important trades in terms of vocation for self 
reliance that the Nigerians could have handled for national development. 
Recommendations were given that if studio art practices:  painting, 
photography and other aspects of fine and applied art are given the 
opportunity to partner with poverty alleviation programs within and outside 
the Country, laudable achievement and development would be ascertained 
as one among the recommendations given. 

 
The essence of this paper is to discuss the contributions of painting and photography to the 

development of self reliance through vocational and technical manpower needs for the eradication of 
poverty in terms of a business oriented trade. Little is known about these aspects of fine and applied 
art that has promoted many great people in terms of eradicating poverty in their own era ; Pablo 
Picaso, Aina Onabolu, M. Monent, Paul Z., Yusuf Grillo, Abiodun Olaku among others. They were 
mentioned in order to discuss art: painting and photography (painters and photographers as artists) 
and what they can offer for the promotion and development of vocational and technical manpower 
needs in areas of entrepreneurial programs in our milieu where many Nigerians are jobless. The idea 
of painting and photography in line with its practices normally give ways and opportunities for many 
people, in terms of engaging them in certain trade of empowerment. (Maninold, 2006). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Plate I: It shows a young man practicing an aspect of art after been trained in Entrepreneurship painting centre in 
Auchi. Popularly called Centre for Creative African Values (C-CAV). Photo shot by Sulaiman, 2011 
 

During the period of many trade fairs, the display of visual arts products in all ramifications 
of specializations portrayed an event of major significant of art in Nigeria and Africa at large in 1977 
slogan of Festival of all Africa Cultures. (FESTAC). It gave many African citizens the opportunity to 
exhibits, sponsor and recognize the beauty and relevant of trade in man’s life. The reverse is the case 
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for many Nigerians and the government to take such as an annual event in order to be educating her 
citizenries on the issues concerning self development.  

 
 During the festival, painting and photography took the heading focus due to its usefulness, 

simplicity and marketability (Newman, 2004). Many Nigerians have forgotten the fact that, trade is 
part of man. Nobody can be truly progress spiritually, socially, culturally and economically without 
the    corresponding manipulation and the development of his hand and brain in the area of certain 
trade. This concept of self development in terms of vocational and technical manpower in the area of 
engaging in certain trade will enhance progressive achievement in developing the nation (Adeyemi, 
2005:98). That many people are purposely denying themselves the opportunity of giving visual 
training to their hands and brains instead they are waiting for government employment opportunities 
which may never be attained. But the policies of the government of this era do not pay considerable 
attention to the welfare of the citizenries of the country. This as a vital issue broadly calls for all round 
vocational and technical training possibly in all aspects of painting and genera arts as a way of serving 
as an alternative means of employment. Therefore, this paper out-lines the significances of painting 
and photography as vocational and technical training concepts in the area of entrepreneurship for self 
reliance in honor of the entire citizens of our great nation and the world at large.  
 
The Nature of Painting and Graphics                  
  Painting and Graphics as a body of Fine and Applied Art is the technique of applying colours 
or paintings in terms of pigment on a flat surface: paper, canvas, board, wall or object’’ (Sulaiman, 
2005). These two aspects of Fine and Applied Art are highly important in the life of man because it 
records and keeps events and statements in visual forms irrespective of the materials and style used. It 
is not a gift from the gods neither men, but a developed skill that is re-oriented through training. What 
complicates the concept of painting is the ability to display inner feelings which does not involve the 
idea of memorizing almighty theory in terms of a lot of rules and techniques before painting what will 
pull the interest of the art lover. ‘’Painting as a multifunctional phenomenon of movement relates to 
the People with the processes of manipulating the community from idle hand to self reliance of 
vocational visual engagement’’ (Gregg (1997).  
 
            The term painting as an aspect of Fine Art is a divine means of expressing the socio-cultural 
and economic tendencies of the people’s commercial situation in order to meet their yarning 
aspirations because it is capable of evoking response of its viewers or individual expensive works and 
ideas are ternary, dramatic, amazing and wishes irrespective of their types, styles and the media used. 
The visual painters can express their ideology and beliefs in good governance, optical economic 
perspective and commercial emancipation in terms of social development through vocational and 
technical manpower needs for self reliance. This task can be accomplished through the use of medium 
like ; waste materials like broken bottles, match-sticks, off cut cloth and paper materials, water 
colours, glue, oil paints, emotion paints, pastel of different kinds and types, pen and ink, canvas, wall 
and other objects forms to mention but few. 
 
Re-engineering of Education through Art as a Body of Entrepreneurial Training 

 The basic ideas involved in the concept of enhancement as an element of enrichment in terms 
of innovation in education especially in art as a body of entrepreneurial training is regarded as a body 
of knowledge. This is therefore, regarded as a means of making workshop practice to be more 
interesting in doing and having aesthetic productions. This will make the teaching and learning of art 
worth-while, interesting, enjoyable, result-oriented and above all, easy going (Aishatu, 2011).  

Therefore, this research paper introduced the adoption of Painting and Graphics as practical 
activities in entrepreneurial training that will encourage the effort of effective and finished aspect of 
education in the areas teaching and learning in and out side of class rooms takes a real and new 
packaging.  
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Many scholars: Ugiagbe, C.O., Nwaogwugwo, A.E., Marries, H.O. and Egbon, M.L. have 
defined entrepreneurship in various ways: Entrepreneurship is a practical creativeness which 
combines resources and opportunities in order to manipulate new ways (Egboh, 2009). 
Entrepreneurship is the willingness and ability of an individual to identify and successfully carry out 
investment opportunities in an environment with the arm of having a particular trade. (Ogudo, 2010). 
From the definitions given basically explain the basic tenets of entrepreneurship, which are the 
perceptions of business opportunities, innovation, creativity and risk taking as ground for a good trade 
in all aspects of both studio and engineering workshop.                                   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Plate: II, Title: Affection, 60cm/30cm, Medium: Water Colour on Paper, Artist: Ohwo M.A., Year: 2011, 
Graphics Design.  

 
However, this definition is punctured for muddling innovation and creativity in all aspects of 

creativity in which painting is regarded as a trade in aid of developing the national for the purpose of 
up grading the well being of the citizenry. It is therefore, regarded as the concept and the process of 
perceiving business opportunities, mobilizing resources (financial, human and otherwise) and 
initiating action under an enterprise which is characterized by risk taking, innovation and creativity to 
meet individual, groups, or societal needs in our milieu. The tenets of entrepreneurship mean those 
core elements which entrepreneurship as a unique area of human Endeavour proves its pride for 
individual self demand. Any definition of entrepreneurship without these core issues will definitely be 
considered inadequate .Such core elements: Perception of Business Opportunities, Innovation, 
Creativity and Risk Taking (Nufukho, 1989:88).  

 
           Perception of trade is a core element of entrepreneurship because it enables an entrepreneur to 
identify market needs that can be exploited just as it must be stated that not all seemingly business 
opportunities are really business opportunities (Egboh, 2009:60). What qualifies an opportunity to be 
a business trade is the existence of market needs whereby the customers are willing and ready to pay 
for. In order to achieve self reliance, the inclusion of painting and many other aspects of Fine and 
Applied Arts in the stipulated entrepreneurial programs will serve as effective mechanisms in 
enhancing nation building. With this, entrepreneurship in painting has the ability to raise productivity 
through various forms of innovation and to create jobs through information of new enterprises 
especially in all aspects of painting: Still Painting, Figure Painting, Land-scape Painting, Sea-scape 
Painting and Mixed Media Painting.  
 
         Entrepreneurship training in painting will inherently create job opportunities for many 
Nigerians. While the entrepreneur (painter) is self-employed, he also generates employment for 
others. Entrepreneurship serves as avenues for those who lost their jobs as a result of the global 
economics problems to set up their enterprises with the aim of employing other people.  
           It will help to reduce the crime rate. An idle hand is a devil’s workshop. This is no gain saying 
that a society characterized by high incidence of crime cannot develop neither can it attract foreign 
investment. Mass joblessness has the tendency of breeding and escalating crime in the society.  
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The Essence of Entrepreneurial Training, Taking Painting as a Yard Stick 

It is generally agreed that painting and graphics are finished products of knowledge because it 
explains the idea s involved in the areas of beauty and craftsmanship. In view the position of painting 
and graphics in the areas entrepreneur and its products is over emphasised (Ncolaides, 2009). The 
concept and the practice of painting and graphics are regarded as a yard stick to measure the 
beautification of our milieu and tits working capacity. 

 
 On this problem, the essence of entrepreneurial training, taking painting and graphics in 
teaching and learning as yard stick are stated below: 
 The teaching and learning of painting and graphics will be used to train the hands of the 

engineers in other to have perfection in the use of lines ion their practical sketches.  
 It will also help to train the teachers and the learners to be aesthetic in their productivities 

because painting as a body of drawing teaches to be observant and creative. 
 It will assist the trainees to be branded in the meaningful application of technical rules in 

engineering drawing. 
 It will also enable the students to have all round knowledge for haven seen painting and 

graphics as a body of human course of study.    
 
Conclusion 

The incidence of loss of job as a means of unemployment has been giving government, non-
governmental agencies and the concerned citizens sleepless nights and days yarning for the means of 
sustainability in the area of self reliance. This paper therefore affirms that entrepreneurship training 
with the inclusion of painting will serve as a practical mechanism to remedy the consequences of the 
natural economic implosion and put the nations on the path of national development.  
 
Recommendations  
         In other to enhance effective self reliance in aid of nation building, the following 
recommendations were given: 

Basic infrastructural facilities must be in place: good road, electricity in order to serve as 
impetus to entrepreneurship training in painting and other trades. 

All poverty alleviation programs within the Country need to be given proper assistance and 
total recognition by the government, corporate organizations and the citizens in order to account for 
recordable achievement in ascertaining meaningful self reliance for the citizenry of Nigeria.  

The inclusion of all aspects of Fine and Applied Arts especially painting must be made 
mandatory: in order to enhance affective entrepreneurial practical training.  
   Qualified hands in all aspects of entrepreneurial programs must be on   desk in order to 
promote effective entrepreneurial training program in painting.  
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